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In this paper we suggest a new successive approximation method to compute the optimal 
discounted reward for finite state and action, discrete time, discounted Markov decision chains. 
The method is based on a block partitioning of the (stochastic) matrices corresponding to the 
stationary policies. The method is particularly attractive when the transition matrices are jointly 
nearly decomposable or nearly completely decomposable. 
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1. Introduction 
We start with the description of the model [e.g., Denardo [2, p. 158]]. Consider 
a discrete time Markov decision chain with finite state space S = { 1,2, . . . , s} and 
finite action sets D(i) for each state iE S. Let RF be the reward gained when state 
i is observed and action k E D(i) is taken and let Pf: be the (transition) probability 
that statej is observed one period after state i was observed and action k was taken. 
As usual, Pff 2 0 for all i, j, k, If=, Ps = 1 for all i, k. The discount factor a < 1 is 
applied. 
A policy 6 is a map assigning to each state i E S an action S(i) E D(i). The set of 
all policies is denoted A. Associated with each policy 6 is a reward vector R” and 
a transition matrix Ps whose coordinates are Ry”’ and Pz”‘, respectively. The 
optimal return operator C, defined on R”, is given by: 
It is well known [e.g., Denardo [2, p. 16811 that the unique fixed point of the operator 
C is a vector f~ R” whose ith coordinate is the optimal infinite horizon discounted 
return when state i is the initial state. The aim of this paper is to develop a new 
successive approximation procedure for computing this vector. The algorithm is 
based on a decomposition of the state space into blocks. The rate of convergence 
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depends heavily on the way the blocks are chosen. The algorithm seems to be 
particularly attractive when the stochastic matrices corresponding to the policies 
are jointly nearly (completely) decomposable [a stochastic matrix P is called nearly 
(completely) decomposable if P = Q + F for some (completely) decomposable 
stochastic matrix Q and a matrix F where the elements of F are relatively small]. 
An analogue of this method for solving systems of linear equations can be found 
in Varga [S, p. 781. 
As in all successive approximation methods, each iteration computes an approxi- 
mation to f and an associated policy. These approximations converge to f indepen- 
dently of the initial approximation. Unlike other successive approximation methods, 
we do not update the approximation elementwise but blockwise. We also obtain a 
policy termination criterion, which allows to determine the optimal actions for a 
block of states and thus simplifies further iterations. Our proof uses a contraction 
argument on the operator defining the iterative procedure. In particular, we obtain 
a bound to the contraction coefficient and establish its probabilistic interpretation, 
namely max,, E,,[a ‘(l,“] where T( i, 6) is the number of transitions till (and includ- 
ing) the first transition to a block with variant index than in the previous one, given 
i is the initial state and 6 the policy used and E,, is the expectation operator under 
the same condition. From that interpretation it will follow that the bound is small 
when the stochastic transition matrices that correspond to the stationary policies 
are jointly nearly decomposable (i.e., nearly block lower triangular). 
In Section 2 we define the method’s operator and show that this operator is a 
contraction. In Section 3 we define the algorithm, show its convergence and discuss 
computational strategies. In particular, we obtain a policy termination condition 
and prove that when the optimal policy is unique, this condition is satisfied after a 
finite number of iterations. 
2. The operator 
We first introduce some notation. For a matrix P E R‘“‘ and sets J, K c { 1, . . , s}, 
let qlK be the submatrix of P corresponding to the rows indexed by J and the 
columns indexed by K. In the case that J = K we use 9, instead of P,, Similarly, 
for a vector x E [w‘ and a set J c { 1, , s} let X, be the corresponding subvector of 
x. Also, the vector (1, 1,. , 1)‘~lR’ will be denoted by 1. 
The following (well known) result is key to our development. 
Theorem 1. (Denardo [2, p. 1771). Suppose an operator Ton R‘ sa~isjies thefolloGng 
condition : There exists a number /3, 0 s p < 1 such that T( u ) s T(u) + pcl for all u 
and v in R‘ and c 2 0 for which u s v + cl. Then 
(a) There exists a uniquefE R‘ satisjjGng,f= T(J), i.e., T has a unique,fixed point. 
(b) For anyf” in R’ the sequence {,f”: n = I, 2, .} dtTfined sequentially by ,f”” = 
T(f”), n=O, 1 3 3 satisjes lim,,, {,f”} =,f: 
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(c) Forallx in R”, llf-T(x)((,~((T(x)-xllmP/(l-P). 
(d) If T(x) 2 x, then f2 T(x). Also, if T(x) s x, then _fs T(x). 
It is well known (Porteus [S, Lemma l]), that the assumption of Theorem 1 is 
equivalent to the (classic) monotone contraction assumption (e.g., Denardo [l]). 
Suppose a partition 2 = {J(l), . . , J(9)} of the set of states to 9 blocks is given. 
For a state i we will use the notation J{i} for the unique set J E 2 which contains 
i. For each policy 6 we define an operator Z-& on R’. This operator is defined on 
each block separately by: 
p=t+ljtJ(p) 
(1) 
Consider the modified model having state space J(t), action sets D(i) for i E J(t), 
immediate reward for using decision k in state i 
I?;= R;+a 1 C P;[H,(u)l,-t(~ ; C P$u, 
p=l JEl(P) p=t+l ,rJ(p) 
and transition probabilities 
Et: = P;, i,jEJ(t), kED(i). 
Notice that I?: depends on u and S(j) for j E J(p), p = 1,. . . , t - 1. From the 
definition of Ha(u) it follows that 
[fb(U)l,(,, = Rk,+ &wwab41Jw 
It is well known that these equations imply that [H,(U)],,,, is the vector of infinite 
horizon reward associated with the repeated use of decisions S(i), i E J(t), for this 
modified model. Furthermore, it follows that H8( u) is the unique vector x satisfying 
x, = R:“” +a t. 2 PSCi)x +a i ‘I J 1 Pfi,“‘U,, i E J(t). 
p=l ;sJ(p) p=r+, ,EJCP) 
Lemma 1. For any policy 6, the operator HS satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 
where p is replaced by 
P” = ,yy {PB) 
3 .., 
whereppt=l,..., 9 are inductively dejned by 
Proof. Let 6 be a policy, i a state and u, u E R’, where u s v + cl for some c 2 0. 
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We will show by induction on the blocks’ indices that 
~~~~~~l,,,,-~~~~~~l.~~,~~~~~~. 
First for t = 1. Since [I - aPf, ,,I-’ 2 I 3 0, we get directly from (1) that 
establishing the proof for t = I. Next observe that equation (1) and the induction 
hypothesis imply that 
[Hfi(n)l,,,, -[&(~)I.,,,, = [I - &,,lm ’ 
I-I 
I-I 
CJ c P; c &,c+u i c 
p=, /tJ(P) p=,+I ,tJ(,,, 1 
The fact that 0~ 0’ < 1 will be shown in Lemma 2. q 
We next provide a probability interpretation to the coefficient p’. Modify the 
model by changing the transition probabilities to @” = PiP:“’ in the case that 
i E J(t) and j E J(p) for some p < t, and leave the transition probabilities unchanged 
otherwise. Let n (i, 6) be the (random) number, in this modified model, of transitions 
until (and including) the first exit from J{ i} given that the initial state is state i and 
that policy S is used, with n( i, 6) = cc if there is no exit from J{ i}. 
Lemma 2. Let E, be the expectation operator given that the initial state is i and that 
police 6 is used. Then p” = max,, s E,A[~““3’)]. In particular 0 s p” G a < I. 
Proof. For each state i and action k let F: =C,c,(,i @:. It follows that FI( is the 
probability of a block-change (in the modified model) in a single transition, 
starting in state i and using action k. Note, from Lemma 1, that p” = 
a Max,,, [I - CXP,~~)] m’,f”‘. For a policy S let E: be the vector whose coordinates 
are ET”‘, i E J. Notice that [I - cypT]- ’ = I + CY$ + a’( 6,“)“+. . . and that [( plf)‘-‘sJfi]# 
is the probability that the modified process first leaves block J at the t-th transition, 
given that the starting state is ie J and the policy S is used. It follows that 
&[a ““~“‘]=[C’~=, ~‘(r;~)‘-‘~3],=[~(r-~yl;,fi)~‘~~]~sothattheconclusionthatP’= 
max,,-, E,,[c~u”“.” ] is immediate. Finally, as cy < 1 and n( i, 6) 2 1, for each state i 
and policy 8 we have that p” = max,,~, &[a”“~“]~ cy < 1. 0 
The above interpretation leads to an explicit and relatively easy to compute 
expression for /3’. Let 6: = E,,[a n(r.b)] for i E J. Then, by conditioning on the first 
transition, one can easily see that /3p for all i E J satisfy the system of linear equations 
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Hence, p,“, the vector corresponding to pf, i E J, is given by 
p;=(I-aPya c CJj 
jsS/J 
Thus p6 = Maxi,,@: which, of course, agrees with Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2 shows that the iterative procedure stated here is very attractive when 
the stochastic matrices are jointly nearly decomposable (i.e., nearly block lower 
triangular). 
Another interpretation to the operator H8 is observed by defining the time epoch 
when the process first leaves the original block as a stopping time. More precisely, 
let T(i, 6) be the (random) number of epochs till (and including) the process first 
leaves the original block, given that it starts at state i and that policy 6 is repeatedly 
used. Then, if j( t) denotes the (random) state visited at the t-th epoch, 
For more on the notion of stopping time see, e.g., Van Nunen and Wessels [7]. 
Define the operator A on R’ by 
It is easy to see that the following is an equivalent definition for the operator A 
[A(u)], = max R~+-Lu i 2 
ktD(i) I P=l JEJ(P) 
Let J(t) be a block in the partition 2. 
For i, Jo J(t) let ,t”‘= Pt”’ and let 
f-l 
P;LG)l, + a i 2 P)uj}, iEJ(t). 
p=r+l .JFJ(P) 
Consider the following modified model. 
P=l J’JCP) 
Then [A( u)]J(,) clearly satisfies 
C iEJ(t). 
itJ(t) 
Theorem 2. The operator A satisjies the condition of Theorem 1 with p = maxsc3 p”. 
In particular, 0 =S p S (Y < 1. 
Proof. Suppose 24, uE(WS where u G u + cl for some c z 0. Then, by Lemma 1, 
H,(u) s E&(U) + @cl G A(u) + @cl, for every policy S, implying that A(u) c 
A(z~)+~cl.Finally,asO~~~~ (~foreachS~A,weconcludethatO~/3~~1<1. 0 
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Using the same argument as the one in the discussion following Lemma 2, one 
may define pi for i E J as the unique solution of the functional equation 
and then p = Maxi6 s & 
The computation of p is complicated. However, an upper bound to p is next 
provided. Define p = max,,, CizJ(I) P”, and let m be a random variable with geometric 
distribution having parameter p. The random variable m is clearly stochastically 
smaller than the random variable n( i, 6) for any initial state i and any policy 6. 
Since 0 4 cy < 1, it follows that a”’ is stochastically greater than Q”(~,‘) and therefore, 
E(om) 3 max,, &(a n(i,“). As E(am)=cup[l-a(l-p)]-‘<I, we conclude that 
/3 < CXP[ 1- LY (1 - p)]-‘. In the nearly completely decomposable case, p is very small, 
in which case so are a~[ 1 - cy ( 1 - p)]-’ and /3. This assures fast convergence of the 
iterative procedure that is defined in the next section. 
We conclude from Theorems 1 and 2 that A has a unique fixed point. We next 
show that this unique fixed point coincides with f: 
Theorem 3. The operator A has a uniquejixed point which coincides with f (the unique 
jixed point of the operator C). 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2 that the operator A has a unique 
fixed point. Also observe that f satisfies the equation 
I? C P:J}, iE J(t), 
p=r+l /s](p) 
immediately implying that A(f) =J: Hence, f is the unique fixed point of A. 0 
3. The algorithm and computational strategies 
Recall that f denotes the (unique) fixed point of the operator C defined in 
Section 1. Consider the iterative procedure defined by f” = A(f’-‘), n = 1,2,. . . , 
where f” is chosen arbitrarily. 
Theorem 4. The iterative procedure described above converges to f: Moreover, if 
f" z.f”-’ (resp. f” s f”-‘) &for some m, then f” is increasing (resp. decreasing) for 
n > m. 
Proof. The convergence of the algorithm to the fixed point of the operator A follows 
from Theorems 1 and 2. The fact that the fixed point of the operator A coincides 
with f is shown in Theorem 3. The remaining conclusions of the theorem follow 
from standard (monotonicity) arguments. 0 
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Part (c) of Theorem 1 gives a bound on the distance of each approximation off 
obtained through the above method. This bound can be used to determine a tolerance 
criterion. Also, it is well known (e.g., Rothblum [6]), that if g is a current approxima- 
tiontofandSisapolicyforwhichA(g)=H,(g)thenO~f-Vs~2(lf-ggl,[1-_]-’ 
where v, is the infinite horizon reward associated with repeated use of policy S. 
This fact shows that good approximations to f enable one to identify good policies. 
In each iteration of the algorithm the following functional equation is solved for 
block J(t): 
f n = k$y;) 1 R:“+a c PfJfY ) iEJ(t), itJ(O I 
where 
1-l 
Rk”=Rk+o c c PfffJ+a 5 1 Psf:-‘, i~J(t), kED(i). 
p=l iEJ(p) p=f+l jeJ(p) 
One way of solving this functional equation (e.g., Denardo [2, p. 1621) is by 
computing the (unique) optimal solution of the following linear program: 
Min isF(,)f:l 
s.t. f;-a C P$fi”zRkn, i~J(t), kED(i). 
jtJ(r) 
(PI) 
For successive iterations, the only change in the linear programs corresponding to 
the same block is in the right hand side. This suggests the use of the dual simplex 
method, initialized at the optimal (dual) basis of the previous iteration. In the nearly 
(completely) decomposable case the right hand side does not vary much in which 
case it is likely that only a small number of pivot steps will.be required to reach 
optimality. 
As in all successive approximation methods, each iteration determines a policy 
where the action in a given state is the one whose corresponding inequality is binding 
for the optimal solution of the linear program. We next provide a sufficient condition 
that the corresponding policies are optimal. We first need a well known lemma 
which applies to linear programs. 
Lemma 3. Let A E IWmxk, b E Iw”‘, c E IWk. Consider the linear program 
Min cx 
s. t. Ax=b, x20. (2) 
Let B be an optimal basis of this program. Let [bi, 61 be the range of values for bi 
which maintains the optimality of B when the i-th component of b varies while the other 
components of b remain unchanged. For a vector 6’ let the vector q E [w”’ be dehned by 
1 
(bj-b,)/(b;-bi) ifb;>bi, 
%= (bi-bj)/(bi-b;) ifb;<bi 
(where O/O is defined to be 0). 
If C z, 77i =G 1 then the basis B remains optimal under b’. 
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Proof. The result is immediate from the fact that the set of right hand side vectors 
for which a given basis is optimal is a convex set. q 
Consider (Pl). There is a standard way to convert this program to a linear program 
having equality constraints and nonnegative constraints on the variables [like the 
standard linear program given in (2)]. In particular, for each inequality we define 
a new variable known as its slack. Through the end, we identify program (Pl) with 
its modified form corresponding to (2). Let I?:” and 8:” as done in Lemma 3 (with 
respect to right hand side coefficients Rf”), and let At” = miniI?:” - Rf”, Rf‘” - Rf”}. 
Theorem 5. Suppose the algorithm is in block J during the n-th iteration. If 
then the actions for states in block J obtained during this iteration remain unchanged 
in coming iterations ; moreover, these actions are optimal. 
Proof. The fact that C,$ J Ck; [)(,, (A:“)- ’ is finite implies the uniqueness of the 
optimal basis for the modified version of program (P,). By Theorem I and a standard 
use of the triangular inequality, we get that, for any m > n, 
IIf”-f”lIin~(l -P)Y’(If”“-f”((x. 
Also, by Lemma 2, cy Ci6,iz) @“, s p. Hence, 
It follows that 
C C lR:“’ 
and therefore Lemma 3 assures that the (unique) optimal basis will not be changed 
in coming iterations. Also observe that in the case that the optimal basis is unique, 
the nonbasic variables are (s( slacks, each corresponding to an action for a different 
state. Thus, this basis corresponds to a unique policy (restricted to this block). Since 
the optimal basis is going to remain unchanged, so is the associated policy. This 
observation assures that the associated policy is indeed optimal. 0 
Theorem 5 can be used to accelerate computation of our algorithm by letting 
,f;=(I-aP;)-‘R:” 
for blocks J for which a policy y is known to be optimal. 
Theorem 6. If the restriction of optimal policies to block J is unique, then condition 
(3) is satisfied ,for block J after a finite number of steps. 
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Proof. By possibly replacing each RF by RF + c for some c > 0, we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that Rf; > 0 for all i and k. This implies that J; > 0 for 
all i. 
Evidently, the limit of RF” (defined above) as n + ~0 exists. Let RF” = lim,,, RF”, 
i E J, k E D(i). Define the vector Ry accordingly. Throughout the remainder of the 
proof we refer to (Pl) as the program having RF as the right hand side and modified 
to the standard form (2). The assumption that the optimal policy is unique and the 
fact that f; > 0 for all i, imply the uniqueness of the optimal basis for this modified 
linear program. Let Rkoc and RF” be defined with respect to this modified program 
as done in Lemma 3 then, by the uniqueness of the optimal basis, RF”< RF” < l?:“. 
Let A = mini,k min{Rf” - Rf”, RF” - RF”}. Then, as lim,,, Rf” = Rfm, for n large 
enough min{Rk” - Rf”, Rkn - &f”} 3 A/2 for all i and k. Hence as IIf” -f”-‘/lm+ 0 
as n + co, we conclude that 
It follows that condition (3) will be satisfied for n sufficiently large. 0 
The approach in this section, in particular in Theorem 5, is new in a sense that 
one looks for an optimal policy or optimal actions during a successive approximation 
procedure. The more traditional approach, introduced by MacQueen [4], is to 
eliminate suboptimal actions while applying a successive approximation procedure. 
Of course this can be done too in our algorithm. For more details on suboptimal 
tests and the corresponding linear programming formulations, the reader is referred 
to Hordijk and Kallenberg [3]. 
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